
Applyi ngTyp"

Type and Career Choice

p eonle tend to be attracted to, and have the most satis-

I facdon in, careers that provide them with opporruni-

ties to express and use their psychological rype preferences:

r If your daily work needs the kind of perception you nat-
urally prefer, you are Iikely to handle the job more effec-
tively and find it more energizing.

r If your daily work needs the kind of decision making
that comes most naturally to you, your decisions are
Iikely to be made more quickly and confidently.

The table at the top of p. 33 suggese some of the careers
most attractive to people of different types. The hind of
work a person chooses within a 6eld may relate to the
Extraversion-Introversion preference; and how people
organize and complete the tasks in their particular job is
often influenced by their J-P preference. For example,
lnroverted Sensing Thinking Judging (ISTJ) people usually
Iike to organize facts and principles, which is useful in a

career such as law, while Extraverted Sensihg Thinking
Judging (ESTJ) people prefer to organize their environment
(people, objects, usks), which is very useful in careers such
as business and industry.

ln thinking about career choice, it is important to re-
member that psychological rype doesn't explain everything,
and that orher factors such as interests and skills need to be
included in the decisions. All types mahe contributions in
every career fi.eld-

,rt""*-*-""*t:
The principles for using psychological rype to enhance rela_
tionships are the fundamental values within which the
MBTI is appropriarely used:

I Recognition and respect for differences berween peopleI Appreciation lor the value the differences bring
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I ntimate Relationships

In intimate relationships, the best use of rype knowledge is
for undersunding and appreciating the differing gifts of
your partner and yourself. The relationship can be built on
recognizing that each person has a right to remain different
and on the willingness to concentrate on the virtues o[ the
other's rype, rather than the weaknesses.

There are no "good" or "bad" combinations o[ qpes in
intimate relationships. Each particular combination-all
preferences in common, all preferences opposite, or a mix-
rure-has its unique joys and problems.

Those with similar preferences usually

I Communicate easily
r Understand each other's perspective
r Share common values

They also, however, may share the same blind spoa, and
often one will feel pushed to play out "missing" preferences
in the relationship. Resentment can result when one o[ a

couple is able to operate within the preferred type, whiie
the other must frequently act in nonpreferred and less com-
fortable ways.

Those with different preferences

r May sometimes have trouble undersunding each other
r May disagree and argue about priorities
r May find their interess- leading in different directions

They also, however, may experience rhe conrinuing joy
and viuliry of their differences and may 6nd themselves
developing their own nonpreferred areas.

Relationships with Children
It ls particularly imponant to apply the ethics and values of
ryqe to relationships with children. Often, in trying ro meer
a child's needs, adults assume that what has woiked best for
them will also work best for the child. Iack of validarion or
acceptance of one's preferences as a child can lead to low
self-esteem, defiance, or an adapudon that creates strain.
Using knowledge gained through the MBTI can identify the
rype-related needs of children and allow adults ro supporr
them in expressing their narural preferences.
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From their earliest years, individuals demonstrate different
ways in which they learn best:

I Some children prefer to get careful, complete instruc-
tions before they begin a new game or task.

! Some iike to observe others playing with a toy before
they try it themselves.

r Some like to plunge in right away and learn as they go
along.

r Some prefer to leam while interacting with others.
I Some prefer to focus by themselves.
I Some like to know all the rules and follow them.
I Some like to create their own rules_and change them fre-

quentiy.

Psychological rype identifies some of the normal differences
in learning styles, providing a rational strucrure for design-
ing activities for children and adults that encourage their
learning-whatever style they prefer.

Individuals can develop skills in their nonpreferred
areas. Such development is beneficial in creating the bal-
ance aduls need to function effectively in the world. How-
ever, Jung's model suggest that people will be at their best
when they have effective command of their dominant func-
tion. To develop faciliry and confidence in the dominant
function, children need encouragement and support for
learning in their most natural, preferred ways. Adults learn
most effectively, especially when approaching new or diffi-
cult topics, when they are given opportunities to use their
most effective learning sryle.

Though each preference has some predictable effecb on
learning sryles, the most significant difference is berween

Sensing and lntuition. Sensing tyPes can be confused by an

lntuitive rype's use of metaphor and symbolic language, as

well as by the lntuitive tendency to associate from one idea to

another. For Sensing tyPes, the associations often Ieave gaps

in the development of understanding. Intuitive rypes, on the

other hand, can become restless and inattentive with the ten-

dency of Sensing types to carefully build toward^conclusions'

to include 
" 

*."ltir-of .oncrete facts and specific detail' and

to focus on Present realiry or past experience' The table

below summarizes some of the most important Patterns
related to learning sryles of the MBTI function pairs'

The E-l andJ-P dichotomies influence learning styles as

well:

r Extraverted ryPes learn by talking things out and inter-

acting with others.
I Introvened rypesneed dme, quiet' and space for internal

processing.
r judging types want stnrcrure, an orderly schedule, a time

frame, and closure on one topic before going on to the

next.
r Perceiving q?es want flexibiliry the opportuniry to

explore and to follow interesting tangendal information

as it comes up.

Adding the effects of the E-I andJ-P dichotomies clari-

fies the diamatic differences in learning styles between the

SensingJudging ryPes (ISTJ, ISFJ, ESTJ, and ESFJ) and the

Sensing Perceiving rypes (ISTP, ISFP, ESTP, and ESFP)' For

the SJs, Sensing lrusually used in the Introverted attitude,

while SPs use Sensing in the Extraverted world' Both prefer

the pracrical and realltic; however, SJs need strucrure, clar-

ity, and order, while SPs need acdon, freedom, and spon-

taneiry. Traditional learning environments are all too often

ill-suited to the needs of the SP

People who prefer: ST SF NTNF

Interested in: Facs about real things
---r.rs eful, practl cal

information about
everyday activities

Leorn benbp, Doing, hands-on
activities

Need: Precise, step-by-step
instructions; logical,
practical reasons for
doing something

Useful, practical
information about
people, and a friendly
environment

Doing, hands-on
activities with others

Precise, stepby-step
instructions; freq ueng
friendly interaction
and approval

Sympathy, supporg
individual recognition

New ideas about how
to understand people,
symbolic and meta-
phorical activities

lmagining, creating
with others,writing

General direction,
with freedom to
do it their own creative
wa; frequent
positive feedback

Warmth, enthusiasm,
humor; individual
recognition

Theories and global

explanations about whY

the world work the
way it does

Categorizing, analYzi ng'

applying logic

To be given a big Problem
to solve,an intellecual
challenge, and then to
be allowed to work
it out

To be treated with resPecc

to respect the teacher's

comPetence

Want from teocher: To be treated hirly
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UsingType in Organizations

Use of the MBTI personality inventory in organizarions has
grown rapidly in the last decade, as leaders and employees
have come to recognize its practical usefulness in solving
organizarional problems. Psychological type as idenrified by
the MBTI provides the following organizational benefis:

1. MBTI results and interpreution focus on how people
take in information (perception) and 66w they priori-
tize thar information to make decisions (judgmen$-
baslc personality facets that underlie most work tasks
and uaining.

2. MBTI type enhances peoples clarity abour and com-
fort with their own work styles while constructively
idenrifying possible blind spots and areas oIvulnera-
bility

3. Tlpe theory and the MBTI give a logical, coherent
srrucrure for undersranding normal differences be-
tween people in a host of work-related areas-
communication styles, working on teams, project
management, time management, preferred supervi-
sion style and work environment, responses and
needs during organizational change, preferred learn-
ing sryles, and many more.

4. Type theory presenG a dynamic pifiure of individual
functioning, including recoguition of the dominant
funcrion as the basis of motivation and idendfication
oIcustomary responses to stress.

5. TJpe theory ourlines a model of lilelong individual
development, and the MBTI identifies likely paths for
development, useful with work goups and in coach-
ing individuat leaders and managers.

6. The MBTI provides a perspective and data for anallz-
ing organizational culture, management strucrures,
and other organizational systems.

7. The MBTI and supporting t)?e resources demon-
strate the value added by diversiry within the organi-
zation or work group. This ethic-the construcrive
use o[ differences-is particularly applicable in
todays global and diverse organizations.

Common Organizational Uses

In addidon to increasing self-understanding and develop-
ment, organization development professionals and their
cliens have found value in using the MBTI to deal more
effecdvely with organizational concerns such as the follow-
ing:

I lmprovingcommunication
I Enhancing problem solving and decision making
r Dealing wirh conflicr
I Planning, implemenring, and managing orgauizational

change
t Recognizing and managrng srress
I Team development actiyities
r Leadership and managemenr development and coaching
I Analyzing organizarional rendencies

In all these areas, thepositive and affirming nature of the
MBTI encourages self-disclosure and respect for differ-
ences. lt faciliutes negotiating what each individual needs
in order to work at his or her best and gives leaders a ratio-
nal structure for understanding the needs of the people of
the organizarion.

Applying Ethical Principles in Organizations
Myers and Briggs' basic purpose in developing the MBTI
was to give individuals access to the self-undershnding that
comes from recognizing one's own preferred ways of func-
tioning. Organizational uses of the MBTI need to keep that
focus foremost at all times.

It is important to ensure that completing the inventory is
voluntary for all employees, that resulrs belong to respon-
dens and ";rill be shared only as they wish them to be, and
that rype is never used to select, promote, or fire individu-
als. Failure to thoroughly institutionalize and uphold these
principles is a violation ofprofessional ethics.

Additional lnformation
The basic resource for organizational use of the MBTI is
Introduction to Type in Organizo,tions, by S. K. Hirsh and
J. M. Kummerow (1998). The last few vears have seen the
publication of a host ofbook and training marerials related
to all the above applications. The MBTI Marual (1998) Iisa
lesources for practitioners related to specific organiza-
tional uses.



Type and Problem Solving

Type can be used to improve problem solving in organiza-
tional settings, especially with intact work groups and
teams; it can also provide a guide to help individuals make

-better decisions.
According ro tlpe theory, the best decisions use both

kinds of perception (S and N) in order to gather all useful
information and both kinds of judgment (T and F) to
ensure that all facrors have been weighed. Because we pre-
fer one panicular kind of perceprion and one kind ofjudg-
ment, we are likely to focus on our prelened ways and lose
the positive contributions of our nonprelerred ways:

r Those preferring Sensing may overrely on their experience
and on how things have been done, forgetring to look for
new optiors and neglecting the wider implications.

I Those preferrinS Inruidon may find a new theory so
exciting that they forget to consider experience and
neglecr the realities of the resources available.

r Those preferring Thinking may focus so exclusively on
the logical, efiicient solution tlrar they forget ro corrider
the impacts on individual people and assessment in
terms of values.

I Those preferring Feeling may be so caught up in
empathizing with people and their own personal values
that they forget to look at logical consequences or find it
diIficult to make hard but necessary decisions.

Using all the perspectives identified by type can feel
awkward at fusq but with practice this approach is likely to
result in sounder, more considered decisions. In the begin-
ning, it is useful to follow the sreps outlined below

1. Define the problem by using Sensing to see it realisri-
ca\ Avoid wishful thinking.
Ty pical S msing Q1aestiotl6. What are the facts?
. Whar have you or otlers done to resolve this or

similar problems?
. What has worked or nor worked?
. What resources do you have available?

2. Consider all the possibilities using lntuirive percep_
tion. Brainstorm. Dont leave our a possibiliry because
ir doesn't seem practical. you can eyaluate later
Ty pical Intuitty e QTte stions
. What other ways ire there to look at this?. What do the data imply?
. What are the connectioru to larger issues or other

peopte?
. Whar theories addrcss this kind of problem?. Wh?r are all the possible ways to approach the

problem?

3. Weigh the consequences of each course of action

by using Thinking judgment. In a detached and

impersonal way, analyze the Pros and cons of each

altemative.
Typical Thinhing Questions
. What are the Pros and cons of each option?
. What are the logical consequences of each?

. What are the consequences of not deciding and

acting?
. what impact would deciding on each option have

on other Priorities?
. would thG oPtion aPPIy equally and fairly to

everyone?

4. Weigh the -alternatives using Feeling judgment.

Assess how each option fits with your values and the

values of others. Use empathy to understand the im-
pact ofeach oPtion on the peoPle inYolved.

,plcal F eeling Qtsttons
. How does each altemative fit with my values?

' How will the people involved be allected?
. How will each oPtion contribute to harmony and

positive interactions?

' How can I support PeoPle with this decision?

5. Make a 6rral decision, based on your information and

ass6sments.

6. Act oa the decision.

7. Evaluate the results. Was it a Sood d€cision? Did you

consider all the IacE, possibilities, imPacts, and con-

sequences? How can you imProve your decision mak-

ing in the future?

Keep remembering to use the stePs, and don't hesitate to

ask for help from people with perspectives different from
yours. The process may take longer this way, but the result

is likdy to be more sound.

Thinkjng
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